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ABSTRACT
Shock absorber is a critical element of vehicle suspension system with nonlinear
characteristics. In the present work, performance of vehicle characteristics was analysed
by quarter car model to study the effect of shock absorber, on the basis of linear and
nonlinear damping characteristics. In addition to linear and piecewise linear, polynomial
damping characteristics were considered to address the nonlinear aspect of damping
characteristics. The linear and nonlinear properties of the shock absorber were
incorporated in a two degree of freedom quarter car suspension system. The modelling
and simulation is carried out in Adams view environment and Matlab/Simulink. A bump
road profile was used to excite the quarter car suspension models. The polynomial shock
absorber model was validated using experimental data taken from established literature.
Simulation was undertaken to study the dynamic performance in terms of sprung mass
acceleration, body displacement, suspension deflection and unsprung mass acceleration.
Experimental hysteresis characteristics data, taken from established literature, were also
modelled in Adams view environment and the simulated results were used for validation
purpose. The suspension system response incorporating shock absorber represented by
nonlinear model, hysteresis model and piece wise linear model were provided in the result
section for comparison. It was observed from quantitative comparisons that the RMS
values for body acceleration and body displacement of the polynomial model matched
fairly well with the results of experimental hysteresis response. It was concluded that in
order to study the dynamic characteristics of the vehicle accurately, nonlinear behaviour
of the damper is required to be captured properly. Therefore, the proposed polynomial
shock absorber model can be a better option for vehicle dynamic analysis as compared to
the complex hysteresis model.
Keywords: Shock absorber; linear; piecewise linear; polynomial; quarter car; Adams
view; Simulink.
INTRODUCTION
The suspension system is a mechanism that physically separates the car body from the
car wheel. The main function of the vehicle suspension system is to minimise the vertical
acceleration transmitted to the passenger from the ground, providing better ride comfort
[1-3]. Due to the decades of research work in the field, various types of suspension system
are in use at present. However, work is going on to develop better quality of suspension
systems. Hence, the dynamic simulation and analysis of different types of suspension
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systems are still interesting and important research topics. The shock absorber is one of
the most important parts of vehicle suspension system, which has an effect on ride
characteristics. It is also used to control the transient behaviour of the sprung and
unsprung masses of the vehicle [4, 5]. It is one of the most complex part of the suspension
system because of its non-linear and complex behaviour. In fact, the damping force of the
dampers behaves with unsymmetrical nonlinear hysteresis loop [6-9]. Hence, a good
representation of the shock absorber’s behaviour and its analysis is important in vehicle
dynamic studies. Extensive research on the suspension system has been carried out since
1977 [6-15]. Wallaschek [11] stated that if the properties of a shock absorber are
identified using the experimental technique, then the equivalent linear model can be used
for the dynamics of shock absorber. Reybrouck [12] developed a physical damper model
on semi-empirical coefficients. However, he did not consider the effect of physical
parameters on damper characteristics. Duym [13] claimed that instead of linear model,
two or three slope models of shock absorbers can be a better representation of damper.
Experimental analysis and modelling of shock absorber (car and motorcycle) have
been carried out by many researchers [6-9, 16-23]. Liu and Zhang [6, 7] carried out an
experiment on twin tube hydraulic shock absorber of a passenger’s car and obtained the
damping force–velocity curves which are characterised to be hysteretic loop. The authors
also developed a virtual prototype of the hydraulic shock absorber in the Adams
environment. A Calvo et al. [8] analysed the influence of the shock absorber models on
the dynamic behaviour of vehicle. Raj et al. [22] developed a passive nonlinear damper
for automobiles, which improves the ride characteristics which the damping velocity
changes with stroke. Improvement over the ride and handling characteristics of
suspension system has a wide scope. Therefore, researchers use the application of
software tools like Simulink and Adams view for analysis, and simulation of vehicle
suspension system [24-30]. Adams view with quarter car model has been used to
represent McPherson suspension system [2]. Kim and Ro [28] used parameter
identification method to consider the effect of suspension linkages. The authors also
developed a complex suspension model using Adams view to show the relationship
between suspension kinematic structure and identified parameter. Blundell [29] modelled
the rear suspension system by using Adams view and showed the effect of rubber bush
compliance on vehicle suspension movement. By using quarter car model, several
researchers have carried out investigations on vehicle performance analysis [5, 31-34]
using hydraulic shock absorber or MR fluid damper [35]. The full car modelling and
analysis [36-43] had been carried out by some of the researchers. Kim and Ro [36]
presented 7 DOF full car model by using identified equivalent parameters of kinematic
structure and showed an important effect on roll related properties, whereas, Darus and
Sam [38] used a linear active suspension model to check the performance of a full car
model. Cui and Kurfess [41] stated that for larger shock velocities, the nonlinear effect of
shock absorber must be considered. The author used a hybrid shock absorber model in
full car model using system identification technique.
Simpler models such as linear and piecewise linear models are inadequate to capture
the behaviour of the shock absorber and hence, the performance of a vehicle. Therefore,
it is essential to develop a model of the shock absorber that can capture nonlinear
hysteresis characteristics of the damper. It has been observed from the literature review
that much work has already been carried out using linear and piecewise linear damper
models. However, the force-velocity characteristic of a damper is inherently non-linear.
Therefore, in the present paper, shock absorber force-velocity characteristics were
modelled by a polynomial function in addition to a linear, piecewise linear model. In
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addition, hysteresis behaviour of a damper obtained from actual experimental data [6]
was also simulated in Adams environment. The simulation of a two-degree of freedom
quarter car model was carried out by using Matlab/Simulink and dynamic response had
been validated against a realistic model developed in Adams environment. Subsequently,
the responses of the car quarter models under different road excitation were observed.
The objective of the paper is to determine the efficacy of the proposed linear and nonlinear
shock absorber models to simulate dynamic responses of the vehicle based on different
road profile inputs.
METHODS AND MATERIALS
Shock Absorber Damping Models
The shock absorber, being one of the most important elements in a vehicle suspension
system, is an interesting and popular domain of research as already witnessed from the
literature review. The force-velocity characteristic having hysteresis in behaviour,
obtained from the experimental data [6] provides the basis for assuming the damping
characteristic present in the system. The experimental hysteresis curve is fitted with three
different curves, namely, linear, piecewise linear and polynomial, to obtain a
mathematical equation for the force-velocity relation. Later the damping characteristic of
the shock absorber system is fed to a simple quarter car system to predict the effect of
considering the linear as well as nonlinear damper. Modelling and simulation was carried
out by using Adams view and Matlab/Simulink. The experimental force-velocity
characteristic [6] is also directly used in Adams environment for quarter car simulation
as an indication of a realistic vehicle behaviour.
Linear Viscous Damping Model
Linear model is the simplest model used in the present simulation-based analysis. It
considers linear damping force vs. velocity relation with constant damping coefficient. A
linear fitting is performed on experimental force-velocity plot shown in Figure 1 and the
damping coefficient for linear behaviour is identified.
Piecewise Linear Model
In order to provide the damping in the suspension system, the shock absorber dissipates
energy in the compression stroke (jounce) and extension stroke (bounce) whenever a
vehicle moved over a bump on the road. The positive force shown on the graph (see
Figure 1) is for the extension stroke (which is also known as rebound stroke) and the
negative force represents the compression stroke. The force in the rebound region is more
than the force in the compression region [8, 44]. Assuming a piecewise bilinear shock
absorber behaviour [8], Eq. (1) and (2) are considered to represent the force-velocity
relation for compression and rebound regions.
For rebound
0 m / s  v  0.2 m / s
 c v,
f   r1
(1)
v  0.2 m / s
c r 2 v,
Here cr1 and cr 2 are damping coefficients for rebound regions.

For compression
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 c v,
f   c1
cc 2 v,

 0.2 m / s  v  0 m / s
v   0.2 m / s

(2)

Here, cc1 and cc 2 are damping coefficients for compression regions.
The values of the damping coefficients are obtained by fitting the force-velocity
curve shown in Figure 1. They are mentioned in Table 1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Damping models (a) Piecewise linear; (b) Polynomial.
Table 1. Quarter car suspension parameters.
Parameter
ms

Description (unit)
Sprung mass (k g )

Numerical value
476

mu

Unsprung mass (k g )

ks
kt
cs

Suspension stiffness ( KN / m)
Tyre stiffness ( KN / m)
Linear damping coefficient ( N s / m)
Damping coefficient for rebound ( N s / m)

50
26.4
220
3500
2775
1875
(
)
( v  0.2 m / s )
1665
(  0.2 m / s  v  0 m / s
665
)
( v   0.2 m / s )

cr1
cr 2
cc1

cc 2

Damping coefficient for rebound ( N s / m)
Damping coefficient for compression
( N s / m)
Damping coefficient for compression
( N s / m)

Polynomial model
In order to capture the nonlinear properties of the shock absorber, a polynomial model is
proposed. A general form for a polynomial of order j is considered as shown below.

f ( x)  a0  a1 x  a2 x 2  a3 x 3  ........  a j x j
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In the polynomial model, the damping force-velocity characteristic is expressed
as follows:
n

f   ai v i

(4)

i 0

Here f is the damper force, v is the piston velocity and a i s are the coeffieceints for
variable v in the polynomial. In the present work, the order of the polynomial, n is chosen
as 4. The coefficients of the polynomial shown in Eq. 5 are determined by fitting the curve
of Figure 1. The matching of the proposed piecewise linear model and polynomial model
with the force-velocity curve of the actual damper [6] characteristics are illustrated in
Figure 1.
f  124.5  956.7 v  342.7 v 2  23.14 v 3  77.14 v 4
(5)
Quarter Car Model
In the present work, the quarter car model is represented by a two-degree of freedom
spring-mass-damper system as shown in Figure 2. The mass of the vehicle is represented
by sprung mass ms and the mass of the wheel and associated components is represented
by unsprung mass mu . The vertical motions of the two masses are described by the
displacement variables xs and xu for sprung and unsprung mass, respectively. The road
excitation disturbance is given by xr . In the quarter-car model, the suspension is located
in between the sprung mass and un-sprung mass. The spring of the suspension system has
stiffness k s , whereas, the damper characterises the shock absorber having its forcevelocity relation is based on the models described in the preceding section. Stiffness of
the tyre is represented by a second spring connected to the unsprung mass, having
coefficient k t . Both the springs used in the system are assumed to be linear in nature with
constant spring coefficients. It should be mentioned here that tire damping is considered
to be negligible as compared to the system damping.

Figure 2. Quarter car model.
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The quarter car model is simulated in Simulink platform to study the vehicle
response with specific road disturbance as input. While modelling the system, previously
discussed damping models (such as linear, piecewise linear and polynomial) are
incorporated as the shock absorber properties. For the validation of Simulink results,
Multi Body Dynamics (MBD) simulation software and Adams view, are used. In case of
Adams, linear and piecewise linear damping characteristics are utilised to generate the
vehicle performance results. The experimental hysteresis data [6] for damping property
are also fed to the Adams environment to obtain a realistic idea view of the vehicle’s
performance.
The equations of motion of the masses ms and mu are given as

ms xs  k s xs  xu   f  0
mu xu  k s x s  xu   k t x r  xu   f  0

(6)
(7)

Here f is damper force, which is described by the three different shock absorber
models as mentioned in the previous section. The expressions for the damper force are
also mentioned with respect to the quarter car system shown in Figure 2.

f  cr1 x s  x u 
f  cr 2 x s  x u 
f  cc1 x s  x u 
f  cc 2 x s  x u 

f  cs x s  xu 

(5)

0 m / s  v  0.2 m / s 
v  0.2 m / s 

 0.2 m / s  v  0 m / s 
v   0.2 m / s 

(9)

f  124.5  956.7x s  x u   342.7x s  x u 

2

 23.14x s  x u   77.14x s  x u 
3

4

(10)

The vehicle parameters used for the quarter car simulation are listed in Table 1. The
values of masses and spring constants were taken from Calvo et al. [8], whereas the values
of damping coefficients for force-velocity properties of shock absorber corresponding to
linear and piecewise linear models were obtained by fitting appropriate curves to the
experimental data as mentioned in the previous section.
Road Profile
In the simulation study, the road profile ( xr ) needs to be expressed in terms of
mathematical equations and the road input to excite the quarter car models is set in the
form shown in below Eq. (11). The following road disturbance profile [45-47] is used.
 a (1  cos (8 t ))

if 0.50  t  0.75 and 3.00  t  3.25
xr  
2

0 otherwise


(11)

where, a denotes maximum bump amplitude which is set to be 11 cm for 0.5 ≤ t ≤ 0.75
and 5.5 cm for 3.00 ≤ t ≤ 3.25. The resulting road profile due to bump amplitude is shown
in furnished in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Road Profile created in Simulink corresponding to bump amplitude input of
11 cm for 0.5 ≤ t ≤ 0.75 and 5.5 cm for 3.00 ≤ t ≤ 3.25.
Modelling of Quarter Car System
The quarter car system described here has been modelled with Simulink software as
discussed in the following paragraphs. Modelling of the quarter car system with linear,
piecewise linear and polynomial characteristics of the shock absorber is accomplished by
utilising different Simulink blocks and subsystem blocks. Figure 4 represents the
subsystem block developed to simulate quarter car model with piecewise linear damping
characteristic. The velocity conditions governing the characteristics of the piecewise
linear shock absorber are implemented under the ‘interpreted Matlab function’ block.
Similar subsystem blocks are also developed for linear and the polynomial behaviours of
the shock absorber. The combined quarter car system Simulink block with linear,
piecewise linear and polynomial subsystems is shown in Figure 5. The simulation is
carried out to plot vehicle performance for body acceleration, body displacement,
suspension deflection and unsprung mass acceleration.

Figure 4. Quarter car model with piecewise linear characteristic of shock absorber.
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Figure 5. Combined quarter car modelling with linear, piecewise linear and polynomial
characteristics of shock absorber.
The Adams view, a multi body dynamic analysis software, provides realistic
simulation of complicated dynamic systems and hence is a convenient tool for model
validation [26-27, 36]. In the present paper, quarter car system with linear, piecewise
linear and experimental hysteresis damping characteristics of the shock absorber is
modelled using Adams view environment and subsequently appropriate results are
generated to compare them with the results of Simulink analysis. A quarter car suspension
system was modelled as a spring-mass system as shown in Figure 6. The motion
restrictions are imposed in such a way that the masses are only capable of vertical motion.
The sprung mass and unsprung mass was connected by a spring-damper assembly and
their motion is guided by translational joints. For linear damping characteristics, the
spring-damper assembly is supplied with constant spring stiffness (due to consideration
of linear spring) as well as a fixed value for damping coefficient (Cs). Force-velocity
characteristics of piecewise linear model and experimental hysteresis model are
represented by using a SPLINE function. The base is also modelled as a translational joint
for vertical deflection and it is connected to the unsprung mass through a linear spring.
The road disturbance profile ( xr ) is given as STEP input function to the translational joint
at the base and the motion is imposed on this joint in Z (vertical) direction. The
composition of the function ( xr ) is given below.
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xr = STEP (time, 0.5, 0.0, 0.625, 0.11) +STEP (time, 0.625, 0.0, 0.75, -0.11)
+STEP (time, 3.0, 0.0, 3.125, 0.055) +STEP (time, 3.125, 0.0, 3.25, -0.055).
Plots for body/sprung mass acceleration, body displacement, suspension deflection
and unsprung mass acceleration are obtained from Adams view simulation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Quarter car model implemented in Adams view (a) two dimensional and (b)
three dimensional view.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The dynamic responses of the suspension system in the form of sprung and unsprumg
mass acceleration were analysed due to specific road bump excitation. The simulations
were carried out for linear, piecewise linear and polynomial damping properties of shock
absorber by using Simulink software. Results corresponding to linear, piecewise linear
and experimental damping characteristics were also generated in Adams view
environment for comparison purpose and to establish the validity of the model. It needs
to be mentioned here that to assess the dynamic behaviour of suspension system, sprung
mass acceleration (body acceleration) and body displacement are the parameters mostly
used as criteria which are related with passenger comfort [8-9, 27]. The quarter car and
full car modelling simulations were done in the past by various researchers [2, 32, 38, 40,
42] to consider a linear viscous damping model for the shock absorber. The present study
incorporates piecewise linear and polynomial (nonlinear) damping characteristics into the
modelling of quarter car suspension systems. Comparison of the simulated results from
Simulink and Adams view is provided for linear and piecewise linear damping models in
Figure 7(a) and 7 (b). Each of these figures consists of four different parameter plots
showing body acceleration, body displacement, suspension deflection and unsprung mass
acceleration. It is obvious from the figures that there is good agreement between the two
sets of results.
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(a)

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(b)
Figure 7. Simulation results for (i) body acceleration (ii) body displacement (iii)
suspension deflection (iv) unsprung mass acceleration for (a) linear and (b) piecewise
linear damping properties.
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Comparative quantitative numerical values of peak amplitude of the quantities
(body acceleration, body displacement, suspension deflection and unsprung mass
acceleration) are shown in Table 2. It is evident from Figure 7 and Table 2 that piecewise
linear shock absorber model gives lower amplitude for body acceleration as well as lower
overshoot for body displacement. Suspension deflection of piecewise linear model is
found to be lower even though amplitude is only slightly lower than the linear model. The
two-slope or three-slope model of shock absorbers can be used instead of the linear model
of shock absorber for better representation of nonlinear characteristics [13], of a damper.
The linear model can only capture linear behaviour. However, most of the damper exhibit
greater force in the extension region compared to compression region. When discrete type
excitation occurs, such as a step or bump, the unsprung mass acceleration excitation is
large as it is placed before the damper. Also, it means that the effect of different damping
models is not exhibited in unsprung mass acceleration. Hence, the unsprung mass
acceleration in both cases showed similar behaviour.
Table 2. Comparative quantitative numerical values of peak amplitude.

Body acceleration (m/s2)
Body displacement (m)
Suspension deflection (m)

For piecewise linear
damper
Simulink Adams Simulink
Adams
10.55
9.07
5.74
6.33
0.0861
0.0676 0.0623
0.0602
0.0759
0.0808 0.0614
0.0768

Unsprung mass acceleration (m/s2)

30.81

Vehicle performance
characteristics

For linear damper

31.88

47.06

43.85

Figure 8 shows the Adams view results for body acceleration, body displacement,
suspension deflection and unsprung mass acceleration corresponding to linear, piecewise
linear and hysteresis (experimental) damping characteristics. In Figure 9, body
acceleration, body displacement and suspension deflection are plotted against time
corresponding to linear, piecewise linear and polynomial damping characteristic using
Simulink. In order to have a comprehensive comparison of the three damping models for
a realistic performance, the simulated results of the hysteresis curve was also included in
the plots (see Figure 9). Table 3 shows the quantitative analysis of vehicle performances
in terms of RMS and peak amplitude for damping models.
Table 3. Quantitative analysis of vehicle performances in terms of RMS and peak
amplitude for damping models.
Parameter
Peak body acceleration, m/s2
Body acceleration (RMS), m/s2
Peak body displacement, m
Body displacement (RMS), m
Peak suspension deflection, m
Suspension deflection (RMS), m

Linear Piece-wise Hysteresis Polynomial
10.557
5.753
5.930
5.938
2.838
1.664
1.987
1.827
0.0859
0.0577
0.0675
0.0676
0.0238
0.0198
0.0285
0.0263
0.0759
0.0573
0.0636
0.0636
0.0224
0.0234
0.0320
0.0296
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8. Simulation results for (a) body acceleration (b) body displacement (c)
suspension deflection and (d) unsprung mass acceleration for linear and piecewise linear
with hysteresis damping characteristic curve
It is well known that body acceleration and displacement are the most important
criteria to decide the passenger comfort. From Figure 9(a), Figure 9(b) and Table 3, it can
be seen that linear damping cannot be a choice to model the behaviour of shock absorber
as the suspension responses predicted by such a model deviates significantly from the
response generated from the experimentally obtained data. The linear model has body
acceleration magnitude of approximately 10.5 m/s2 whereas the other nonlinear models
including piecewise have an acceleration magnitude of approximately (see Table 3) 6
m/s2. The linear model has also predicted larger overshot as compared to other models.
Although piecewise linear model shows better results compared to the linear model, its
deviation from experimental data (hysteresis) is quite appreciable since the piecewise
shock absorber model, which considers the compression and rebound behaviours and also
low and high rod speeds, is accurate enough to obtain acceptable results (achieved 84%
RMS value of body acceleration of hysteresis model) than the complex hysteretic shock
absorber model [8]. In fact, polynomial damping model captures the actual experimental
data more closely than any other models. Another important factor affecting the body
motion during road roughness is the settling time. Having a faster settling time improves
4412
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comfort of passengers and ride quality [18]. Idea about the settling time can be obtained
from the body displacement vs. time plot. It is apparent from Figure 9(b) that the settling
time is quite large for experimental hysteresis data and polynomial damping model shows
quite a similar trend in comparison. On the other hand, the linear and piecewise linear
models predict that the settling time is lesser than the other model, which is a deviation
from the actual cases.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 9. Comparative simulated results for (a) body acceleration using (b) body
displacement (c) suspension deflection in time domain for linear, piecewise linear and
polynomial with hysteresis damping characteristic curve.
Frequency Domain Analysis
The frequency response functions for the amplitude characteristics are generally used for
assessment of dynamic systems in a frequency domain. These characteristics express the
sensitivity of the dynamic system very well in response to the excitation having a variable
4413
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frequency composition. To improve the ride quality, it is important to provide an effective
isolation and reduce a resonance peak in sensitive frequency. The frequency analysis of
sprung mass acceleration shows the effect of damping model on the behaviour of sprung
mass because the sprung mass vibration isolation is the factor which determines the ride
comfort [8]. In the present paper, frequency domain analysis of sprung mass acceleration
and suspension deflection were carried out so that dynamic response due to road profile
input can be identified more precisely.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Simulation results for (a) body acceleration and (b) suspension deflection in
frequency domain for linear and piecewise with hysteresis damping characteristic curve.
In many text books [44, 48], the fundamentals are included to study and design the
vehicle dynamic. On the basis of the standard design of the vehicle, the sprung mass was
chosen to have its natural frequency [44] at or just above 1 Hz. Therefore, at frequencies
near 1 Hz the sprung mass is resonating on the suspension and the road inputs are
amplified. The natural frequency of sprung mass acceleration and unsprung mass
acceleration are given by:

f n  sprung  0.159

k s * k t / k s  k t 

f n unsprung  0.159

ms

k s  k t 
mus

(12)
(13)

Based on Eq. (12) and (13), the natural frequency of sprung mass was found to be
1.12 Hz and for unsprung mass it was 11.17 Hz. In the natural frequency of unsprung
mass the resonating effect in wheel hop resonance mode may be observed.
Figure 10(a) shows sprung mass or body acceleration against input frequency and
the resonating effect at its natural frequency of around 1.12 Hz is exhibited. The amplitude
ratio of this peak is very sensitive to damping level, and on typical passenger cars this
ratio is in the range of 1.5 to 3.0 [44]. From Figure 10(a), it can be observed that at the
resonant frequency, the acceleration has a sharp peak and it is surmised that if a damping
coefficient is increased, the maximum amplitude of acceleration would decrease,
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providing better passenger comfort. However, at frequency range higher than resonance,
with an increase in damping coefficient, isolation of the body from the road input becomes
progressively worse. It highlights the fact that in order to have passenger comfort at
resonant frequency, damping coefficient should be high as increase in damping
coefficient decreases the response gain which in turn reduces sprung mass acceleration,
thus, improving the ride quality of the vehicle. On the other hand, at frequencies higher
than the natural frequency of the sprung mass, damping coefficient should be low for
better isolation because at a frequency above the resonance, if damping coefficient
suddenly decreases, it causes large body motion. Therefore, to accomplish better isolation
in the resonance frequency, the damping coefficient has to be large, but at frequencies
above the resonance, the damping coefficient has to be reduced [18]. It is also evident
from the figure that curves for linear damping model and experimental data are quite far
apart and do not match well. Hence, it can be said that linear model, which has a constant
damping coefficient, fails to adequately capture the behaviour of the shock absorber. On
the other hand, piecewise linear model has approximately 40 percent lower peak value
than the experimental model at the resonant frequency and at a higher frequency range,
the two curves show similar trends. The suspension spring is a critical element in
establishing the passenger comfort because it is in series with the relatively stiff tire
spring. Figure 10(b) shows the effect of external input frequency on suspension
deflection. It is well established that the natural frequency is directly related to stiffness.
Hence, it is always desirable to use high suspension spring stiffness to achieve better
comfort or to reduce acceleration.
CONCLUSIONS
The effect of nonlinear shock absorber damping models on vehicle characteristics were
analysed by using quarter car simulation using Simulink and Adams view. Based on the
simulation results and quantitative analysis, it is evident that, the linear damping model
shows higher peak amplitude for the body acceleration, larger overshoot displacement
and higher suspension deflection values, whereas results of piecewise linear model also
deviate from the polynomial results but quite acceptable as compared to the linear model.
Regarding settling time, the linear and piecewise linear models show faster settling as
compared to the polynomial model. From the frequency domain analysis, it was observed
that the linear damping model is unable to capture nonlinearity of shock absorber whereas
the piecewise linear model matches fairly well with the results of the experimental
hysteresis curve. However, it is evident from the time domain analysis that out of the
three proposed models, the polynomial damping model shows the best matching with
realistic results obtained from the Adams view based on the experimental hysteresis
curve. It can also be concluded from the analysis that the linear damping characteristics
are inadequate to capture the realistic behaviour of the system. Hence, it is important that
nonlinear damping characteristics should be included in the mathematical model and
simulation of a shock absorber. Therefore, the proposed polynomial shock absorber
model can be an enhancing choice for better prediction of vehicle dynamic responses.
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